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Applied Mindfulness: the Hakomi Way

(Mindfulness for Self Inquiry and Reflective Presence)

by Donna Martin

If you can observe your own experience with a minimum of interference,
and if you don’t try to control what you experience, if you simply
allow things to happen and you observe them, then you will be able to
discover things about yourself that you did not know before.
You can discover little pieces of the inner structures of your mind,
the very things that make you who you are.  (Ron Kurtz1)

Mindfulness

Mindfulness is a quiet inward way of paying attention, where many aspects of one’s present
experience can be simply noticed: physical, mental, emotional, as well as all manner of
sensory experiences. There is an opportunity in mindfulness to become conscious of things
that usually go unnoticed. Being relaxed to begin with helps to cultivate this quiet state of
what meditation teachers sometimes call “choiceless awareness”. It arises spontaneously at
times, and can be invited simply by interrupting whatever we are doing to pause and
witness our present experience.

In mindfulness we become a silent witness to our experience – moment to moment.  The
essence of mindfulness is to be fully present to this moment, whatever it is: our thoughts,
images, memories, breathing, body sensations, the sounds and smells and tastes, moods
and feelings and the quality of present experience as a whole, as well as of the various
parts.  In mindfulness we are not just having thoughts and feelings about our experience,
we are also noticing our thoughts and feelings… just noticing.

A Mindfulness Practice

You can begin by allowing yourself to be in a comfortable sitting position.
With your eyes open or closed, take a moment to simply listen to the sounds
around you. Notice sounds that are constant and others that happen
infrequently.

Notice sounds that seem far away, and others that are closer. You might
notice that some sounds evoke a reaction or an image or feeling. Is there any
sound of breathing? What else happens when you notice your breathing?

1 Ron Kurtz: originator of the Hakomi Method, author of Body-Centered Psychotherapy: the
Hakomi Method, and co-author of Grace Unfolding, and the Body Reveals.



Just for a moment simply rest your attention on your breathing. Notice the
flow of breath into and out of your body. There's no need to direct the
breathing or to change it in any way. Simply notice it.

Feel the sensation of breath in the nostrils... in the back of the throat. Feel
the movement of the chest and ribcage as the breath moves in and out.
Notice where you feel movement in your body as you breathe.

Now notice the quality of your noticing. Is it critical or analytical? Distracted
or bored? Does it seem intense? Uncertain?

Does your witnessing seem to have an attitude or intention? Is it efforting… or
self-righteous… or anxious? Just notice any of this and then come back to
simply following the flow of the breath as it moves into and out of your body.

Does the rhythm of your breathing seem to change as you observe it? What
other parts of your body come into your awareness as you pay attention to
your breathing?

Are you aware of any sounds… thoughts… images... ? What else are you
aware of in your present experience? These thoughts, sensations, and
impressions you notice are like shadows just passing through your awareness.

The Hakomi Method as created by its originator Ron Kurtz is grounded in the
use of experiments done in mindful awareness for the purpose of self-study. It
is based on the understanding that consciousness is choice and choice is
freedom… freedom from being reactive, from living life on automatic, from being
caught in the prison of unnecessary suffering, and freedom to be happier in life
and to have happier and more fulfilling relationships. It supports emotional
healing in oneself and others through applied mindfulness in a very particular
way.

Daniel Siegel, in The Mindful Brain, says:

Mindfulness evokes a reverberant dynamic interaction among three dimensions of
well-being – neural, mind, and relational. Our social resonance circuitry is well-
suited to participate in this triangle of well-being, linking together the mapping of
intention with neural integration and the ways in which we attune to each other,
and to ourselves.

Mindfulness permits tranquility, even in the face of trauma or restricted memory
processes that constrain the harmony and coherence of the system of the self.
This is a crucial aspect of the discernment that mindfulness allows: We can learn
to create new patterns of emotional regulation as we come to approach, not
withdraw. From that stable, inner place of calm, the surface processes of chaos
and rigidity… can now be melted away as they are recognized as “just” habits of
mind, equanimity can be created, and true transformation can begin.



Beneath the veil of self-identity that clouds clear vision rests a spaciousness of
mind present in each of us. Mindful awareness makes that clarity more than a
possibility, but a directly experienced reality.2

The Hakomi Way

The Hakomi way of using applied mindfulness for self discovery and emotional
healing originated as a method of “body-centered psychotherapy”, a
mindfulness-based approach used today by psychologists, psychotherapists,
bodyworkers, teachers, counselors, social workers, coaches, and other helping
professionals, as well as by anyone who wants to understand themselves and
others and live more mindfully and compassionately.

Hakomi is a gentle yet powerful way to apply mindfulness specifically to reveal
and transform the underlying “core” beliefs and any mind or body habits
affecting how you experience life. It is effective for managing and transforming
stress, burnout, health and relationship issues, and all sorts of other life
challenges. Practising Applied Mindfulness: the Hakomi Way with others can
create peaceful caring relationships and communities.

When we are willing to take a look at how we are unconsciously and habitually reacting to
others and to life, how our experience is being automatically organized according to old
assumptions and attitudes, Hakomi is an effective way of supporting this journey of
discovery.

Along the way to more conscious awareness there is often an emotional healing process
that takes place. Emotions triggered within a state of mindful awareness can reveal stories
of unnecessary suffering, of old hurts or unfinished business, of unknown barriers to certain
kinds of nourishing experiences. When this is witnessed and supported in a Hakomi way it
becomes possible to find comfort and new meaning around painful experiences, to initiate
an end to our unnecessary suffering, and to find new sources of nourishment in life. This is
assisted self-discovery based on applied mindfulness: the Hakomi Way. It applies to cutting
edge psychotherapy specifically and to mind body spirit healing generally.

Donna Martin, M.A. is a certified Hakomi therapist and trainer who has been working closely with the
creator of the Hakomi Method, Ron Kurtz, since they met at Hollyhock in 1990. She now teaches
internationally (Hawaii, Japan, Europe, Mexico, South America, and across Canada) and has co-
authored The Practice of Loving Presence, with Ron Kurtz. She also co-authored (with Paul Brenner
MD) Seeing Your Life through New Eyes. Donna lives in B.C. and has been a frequent presenter at
Hollyhock over the past 20 years. Her approach integrates her background as a teacher of yoga and
meditation, stress management, addiction counseling, Buddhist practices, and applied mindfulness in
therapy: the Hakomi Way.

2 The Mindful Brain, (Reflection and Attunement in the Cultivation of Well-Being, by Daniel
Siegel (2007)


